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660 Litre and 1100 Litre
Steelybin
The 660 and 1100 litre Steelybins, developed in
consultation with contractors, local authorities
and waste management companies, have been
specifically designed to provide the ultimate solution
for commercial waste and recycling needs.
Manufactured by Straight PLC and imported by
SULO Australia, the Steelybin range is made from
thick, galvanised steel panels and internally welded
seams, providing a safe and durable 4 wheel
container, capable of withstanding heavy loads and
frequent usage. The robust steel panels make the
containers ideal for waste collection in public areas
that are prone to high levels of vandalism. The
Steelybin is also fitted with a comb edge to ensure
compatibility with standard lifting equipment.
The Steelybin range is fully compliant to DIN EN
840, the internationally recognised standard for
Mobile Garbage Bins and incorporates a range
of reinforcing and customary features, offering
unrivalled quality in both design and finish.

Lid and lock
The Steelybin double skinned rotationally moulded lid
has been specifically designed to allow water runoff and
incorporates extra hinge knuckles for added strength.
Additional lid options enable source separation of waste
and ease of use and include a trade and/or general waste
lid, a bottle or can aperture and a recycling paper aperture.
The Steelybin range also features a triangular lid lock as
standard, preventing the depositing of bulky waste and
ensuring the contents remain secure.
Standard Colours: Black, Red, Yellow and Blue
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Features

Made from

Lid lock
fitted as standard
Extra hinge knuckles
for added strength

galvanised steel

with optional powder coating

Comb edge
is compatible with
all standard lifting
equipment

Danish handles
as standard to improve
manoeuvrability

Drain plug
enables discharge of
liquids

Two swivel brake
castors
Large print areas
recessed front panel to
protect graphics

Sump base
aids stability when the
container is moved
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Dimensions - Weights 660 Litre Steelybin

Quality
Certified to DIN EN 840, the International standard for MGBs
Fully compliant with noise level regulations

660 litres
approx. 90 kg
264 kg

Nominal volume:
Net weight:
Max. load:
1270

230

1200 to lifting bar

160mm
castors

720

Dimensions - Weights 1100 Litre Steelybin
1100 litres
approx. 100 kg
440 kg

Nominal volume:
Net weight:
Max. load:
1260

810 to handle

200mm
castors

140

1390

Multiple lid openings and colours available
Powder coating available for customised colours
Individual markings and custom graphics available
Incorporates a chip nest for insertion of RFID tags

1240 to lifting bar

1000
1290 to body top edge

Customisation

770 to handle

Body component:
Manufactured from 1.5mm thick galvanised steel
Resistant to decay, heat, frost and chemicals
Lid component:
Rotationally moulded from LDPE
Triangular lock as standard
Corrosion resistant steel components
Long service life
High quality materials
Internally welded seams

1350
1250 to body top edge

Material

Measurements to be used as a guide only - variations will occur
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123 Wisemans Ferry Road
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Australia
Tel: +61 (0) 2 - 4348 8188
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E-mail: info@sulo.com.au
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Australia
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